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Five Star Outdoors


Your Trusted Experts For All Outdoor Spas in Adelaide

There’s one fact that cannot be disputed: your life is better with an outdoor spa. Transform how you spend time with your friends and family in one of our world-class hot tubs. Envision a life where you have the ability to prescribe yourself a special treatment whenever you’d like: you’ll revolutionise “me time” and live a happier and healthier life with our relaxation therapy aquatic vessels. Add a touch of luxury to your home lifestyle. Come check out our outdoor spas in Adelaide. Our Five Star Outdoor showroom sports our wide range. Our luxurious hot tubs and swim spas add a resort-like feel to your home. Designed with the rejuvenating power of hydrotherapy, they provide a tranquil space for you to recuperate from a hard week at work or to pamper yourself like royalty. Your backyard should be your oasis. With a portable spa, it’s bound to be the center of attention and crux of family enjoyment. Simply soak away your troubles day or night. Selling only the highest quality spas in Adelaide, Five Star Outdoors offers a wide variety of options to fit your space, budget, and need. Create your dream backyard today:






what Our customers think about us


Honesty, integrity & experience



     Excellent  
     Based on 132 reviews 
   


 
 
 
   
 
 
       
 
   Elaine Harvey 
 09/03/2024
 
 
  Just had two roller shutters installed by five star outdoors..
This was after every other company said it couldn’t be done.
Everyone that we dealt with from sales rep to installers we’re friendly helpful and professional (even Will),,,, Would highly recommend this company for excellent value and service
  
 
      
 
   Amanda Roberts 
 08/03/2024
 
 
  The quote for the job was excellent.
We had a roller blind put on our back verandah. The fellow came the same day as I requested the quote.
Work was estimated at 4-6 weeks due to heavy workload and I had to call at 5 weeks to find out when job was likely to be done.
The installer came the following week.
Paul said he’d be out between 8.30-9.00am but arrived around 10am. He worked in 35c heat and did an excellent job. Advice to Paul is to bring a cooler bag with drinks on these hot days. I made sure he was hydrated with cold lime water.
Job well done guys.
I’ll be calling you back for a quote on roller shutter and security door.
  
 
      
 
   Lisa Reichstein 
 04/03/2024
 
 
  Very dissatisfied with this company. Had roof restoration done. Broken tiles only replaced after pressure washing so therefore had numerous large brown marks inside on ceiling. Told would be no mess left there most definitely was. DO NOT RECOMMEND
  
 
      
 
   Shari Cocker 
 27/02/2024
 
 
  The service and professionalism was wonderful - the product is as promised and looks exactly as expected.
  
 
      
 
   Garry Brand 
 24/02/2024
 
 
  My wife and I are in a Retirement Village in Woodcroft South Australia. Since moving into here, we have naturally wanted to make our house a home. So far we’ve had a number of improvements done, to suit our needs, and our tastes. One thing was to have a Pergola built on the back of the house. We are very pleased with how it turned out, but then decided that we needed to make it more comfortable. So we had several outdoor blinds fitted which helped. The next project was to put a blind on the front of the house, as we are on the busiest street in the Village, and have lots of traffic, and people walking by. We decided to check out which type of blinds were best, and went with a different Company, and different type of blinds. The Company is Five Star Outdoors, and the brand is Ziptrack, the workmanship is excellent, and we are very pleased with the quality and price!
  
 
      
 
   Neil Shiells 
 23/02/2024
 
 
  Excellent results thank you. The house is much cooler on hot days.
  
 
      
 
   Sandra Keith 
 22/02/2024
 
 
  Couldn't fault 5 stars !!had several ridiculous quotes on our outdoor blind from other suppliers but went with 5 stars at a very attractive cost pre measure ,install and follow up was impeccable .
  
 
      
 
   Horst Berger 
 22/02/2024
 
 
  Here we are, happy customers of  'Five Star Outdoors'. Right from the beginning, we felt in good hands. The explanation given to us in the showroom has matched 100% the execution. The installation of the 4 outdoor blinds was done with a professional result from both the Installer technician and the electrician. The blinds work perfectly and they are whisper quiet. Thanks and well done team "Five star"
  
 
  
  
 
 
  
 
















Bluetooth Music 

Setup Available








Range of Sizes To Suit Any 

Lifestyle or Family Size








Custom Installation For 

Any Outdoor Space








Locking Covers 

Available









Knowing Your Spas

Hot tubs are above-ground portable spas that are often made of wood or composite material with a plastic liner. Jacuzzi is simply a well-recognized brand, that it has become a by-word for the device, similar to the use of “google” for search engine. A portable spa can range from what we at Five Star Outdoors delineate as an “intimate spa”, that hold up to four people and “family spas” that can hold up to ten persons. Their features include seats or recliners with headrests, jets, and air-blowers, LED lighting systems, filtration systems, and touch controls. Swim spas are the perfect hybrid between a hot tub and a swimming pool. For those who might not have enough backyard space to contain a full pool, but want the freedom to play, swim spas are the perfect solution. Most are built with a seated area with attached small pool, in a rectangle shape, and are used for more active recreational styles or even physical training. They are perfect for families with children who would prefer to play in the water rather than soak. We also offer ‘personal size’ swim spas that hold just a few people, but still have exercise capabilities. With high-powered jets strong enough to swim laps against, and accessories meant for exercise.
































Picking The Right Options















First, consider whether your outdoor spa in Adelaide will be used for relaxation or socialisation. Think about how much space you can supply:  most require at least 2metres square. You should also consider spa power requirements. Some spas need 10 or 15 amps, while others require up to 32 with 15 amps hardwired in. All of our spas are considered “portable” meaning that if you move, you can take your equipment with you. You might also choose not to in order to sell your property at an increased price.Our spas come with a variety of add-ons, including matching stairs for easy entrance, and Bluetooth capabilities. Families with small children should consider our lockable hard-covers that prevent the spa from being opened willy-nilly. Our Swim spas also have optional workout equipment to choose from.Five Star Outdoors also offers beautiful patio and alfredo upgrade products, like *Zip Screen and *Verandah Blinds to create a private zone around your outdoor spa. Enjoy an afternoon soak in private with the addition of our outdoor blinds and screens, and create the ultimate aesthetic zone.
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Spa Options & Sizes

At Five Star Outdoors we have a range of spa options to suit all needs you may have. From Family Size Spas, Intimate Size Spas through to Swim Spas. No matter the need or want, we are here to help you.






Family Size Spas



Alice




Adelaide




Sydney




Melbourne




Flinders




Byron




Swim Spas



Cairns




Broome




Kakadu Plunge




Wagga




Intimate Size Spas



Tassie




Ayres







							

												

	
						
					
  
				  
				
				
								
					Book A FREE In Home Measure & Quote No Strings Attached!



Interested in one (or more) of our products and services offered here at Five Star Outdoors? All of our outdoor solutions are custom made to suit your particular specifications and needs. For this reason, we offer a free measure and quote service.
























 













Your Name*





Your Phone Number*





Your Email Address*





Your Suburb*





Your Postcode*





Your State*


SA
VIC
NSW
QLD




Products You’re Interested In*


Outdoor Blinds
Roller Shutters
Louvre Screens
Verandah Blinds
Roof Restoration
Spas




How Did You Hear About Us?*


Google
Facebook
Instagram
Referral
Brochure
Website
Sign
Past Customer
Bing
Shop
TV
Shopping Centre
Prefer Not To Say
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	Like Us On Facebook
	Follow Us On Twitter
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Call Now 1300 62 11 55
Free Measure & Quote
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Head Office SA

447 Brighton Road, Brighton (enter via Jetty Rd)

1300 62 11 55

info@fivestaroutdoors.com.au

ABN: 15624770243

BLD: 288773

DB: L74183
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